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PAMELA HANNÉ
A versatile creator with her roots in Halmstad.
Pamela Hanné has extensive experience of creative
work and has been active within her field since 1999. Her
career began with training to become a makeup artist and
success came early in the fashion business. She carried
on within the creative area as a stylist and after many
years, directed herself into photography. Pamela’s strong
sense for art work and expression can be found in her
photographs and make them very lovable.
”The line between he boundary between creativity and
madness is divine. To be creative is about expanding
your vision, to be intuitive and to be able to see collateral
beauty in the strangest ways”, says Pamela. With an
interest to create and compose a photographed based on
her competence in makeup, clothes, props, photography
and editing, Pamela is unique in her industry. Within this
lies the ability to controll the photographs’ outcome.
The thought behind each photograph is always what
Pamela experiences as beautiful and feels during that
exact period. She wants to express a freedom in her
photographs; free from musts and free from ownership.

You are reading about one of the artists who is chosen to be a part of
Götessons’ Nordic Art Signature Series. The pieces in the series amount
to a max of 100 pieces per art work for increased exlusivity and are
delivered printed and framed on Götessons‘ sound absorbing paintings.
The format depends on the art’s shape.

Each finished piece of art is accompanied with a quote
that describes the feeling and photograph. Although
feelings are subjective and can differ between creator and
observer, the whole point with art is to create feelings.
Pamela constantly works to be positive in her expression
and to see the beautiful and strong essence in each photo.
Her work in photography, art and styling has created a
broad clientele and jobs have ranged from individuals to
world famous artists. She has worked with everything from
fashion magazines such as Elle to world artists like Robyn
and big companies such as Clarion.
A selection of shows
The Photo Gallery, Halmstad
Lydmar Hotel, Stockholm
Sliperiet, Borgvik
Webpage
https://www.pamela.se/

